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What is XML?

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a flexible, nonproprietary set of
standards for annotating or “tagging” information so that it can be transmitted
over a network and readily interpreted by disparate computer systems.1

XML is not really a language in itself, but a specification for creating markup
languages.  Some industries and organizations have formed their own XML tag
vocabularies to facilitate data exchange.  By creating XML tags for their specific
needs, application developers have been able to create XML applications that
are specific to their industry.  This is why it is called extensible.

The term XML is also used to refer to the family of technologies that perform
special functions on XML files.
Like HTML, XML is a markup
language.  XML text files are
comprised of data mixed in with
opening and closing tags.  These tags
markup the text they surround.  In
HTML, there are a finite number of
tags to use and the tags control the
display of text.  Web browsers
interpret the tags and render a page
accordingly.

In an XML file, the tags usually provide a semantic description of what is inside.
In other words, XML provides a facility to define tags and the structural
relationships between them.  The tag structure is strict and hierarchical, but the
application developer can use as many tags as needed for their application (see
Example 4).

XML files that are used for a specific application must be well formed and valid.

Well Formed XML

If XML files meet the following criteria, they are considered well formed:

• There is only one root element,
• XML tags can be nested but must not overlap,
• Every starting tag must have a corresponding closing tag; and,
• Element names must obey XML naming conventions.

                                                
1  Tagging is accomplished by labeling each element of a data set to clarify what information is being
provided. For example “FW Johnson” could be tagged to show that it refers to the name of a high school.
In XML the result would be.  <schoolName>FW. Johnson</schoolName>.

Example 1:
<b> John Doe </b>
In a web browser, this would show
bold text

<b>  start tag
</b>  end tag.
<b> John Doe </b>  element
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• The hierarchy is unambiguous,
• <NAME></NAME> tag pair comprise the root element,
• <FIRST>, <MIDDLE> and <LAST> are nested and subordinate to

<NAME>; and,
• All the tags have a corresponding end tag.

The <FIRST> is outside of <MIDDLE> </MIDDLE> tag pair while the </FIRST> is
inside the tag pair.

Valid XML

Although the XML technical standard is well defined, the ability for application
developers to create their own tags can lead to confusion if there is no
agreement on what business standard to follow.   There are two ways to provide
a formal description of what tags are allowed and how the hierarchy can be
implemented:

1. Document Type Definition (DTD)
2. XML Schema

These techniques define the rules that set out how a document should be
structured, what elements should be included, what kind of data may be included

Example 2: A well-formed XML file:

<NAME>

<FIRST>John</FIRST>
<MIDDLE>Robert</MIDDLE>
<LAST>Doe</LAST>

</NAME>

Example 3: A badly formed XML file:

<NAME>

<FIRST>John
<MIDDLE> </FIRST> Robert</MIDDLE> Error, not properly nested

<LAST>Doe</LAST>
</NAME>
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and what default values to use.  XML Schemas have the additional ability to
specify data types.

If an XML document references either a DTD or an XML Schema, it can be
validated for structure, what elements should be included, what kind of data may
be included and what default values to use.  When XML is used in organizations
and industries, DTDs or XML Schemas are defined and made available to the
participating parties.

XML Stylesheet

The Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) is a language for expressing
stylesheets.  Given a class of arbitrarily structured XML documents or data files,
application developers use an XSL stylesheet to express their intentions about
how that structured content should be presented.

Figure 1: Re-purposing XML content for different devices using XSL

Summary

Because of its simplicity and flexibility, XML will be a key technology for schools
and school divisions to exchange information with Saskatchewan Learning.


